The important principle of self-help is inculcated by the Association with increasing success. This is done by means of the part-pay-system for maintaining convalescents at homes, and for providing patients with surgical appliances. "Whilst 908 patients were sent with free letters to convalescent homes during they ear, no fewer than 430 were sent on payment of half the cost of maintenance. Similar success has attended the practice of requiring patients to pay in easy instalments half the cost of surgical appliances. In the case of artificial teeth, three-quarters of the cost are demanded.
In the course of tijie year appliances to the number of 3, 121 were supplied, the recipients paying ?1,409 and the Fund ?1,020 towards the cost.. In their last Report the Council announced that i?: had been decided to appoint dentists in various parts of .)London to meet the demand for dental treatment and to-prevent the loss of time in travelling and awaiting treatmtent at hospitals, but the surgical appliance committee has been obliged to make more stringent regulations with regard to the issue of letters of recommendation. The educational work of the Fund has progressed satisfactorily. Classes He thought it might legitimately be pointed out to the Government that the time had arrived when the Old-age Pension question should be closed by putting within the means of all who labour the power to provide for the time when they were no longer able to do so. There could be no possible doubt that the question could be solved without unduly trenching on the public exchequer. But the scheme must be on a thrift basis ; the people only requiied the necessary facilities to supplement the efforts they themselves were prepared to make. As to the question of provision for sickness, he considered the principle underlying the Saturday Fund was a thrift principle and therefore sound. He wished to emphasise his approval of the weekly contributions because everybody should, in the day of health, take such steps as were within their means to be sure of having relief when the day of sickness came. Wages were paid weekly and they had then the opportunity of putting aside for that day. He took the fact that it had survived so much criticism as evidence that they had in the weekly contribution system a sound and lasting principle. He should like the Hospital Saturday Fund to consider the idea of using as a subscription book the stamp album published for the purpose. It enabled the subscription to be recorded in an unquestionable manner, and the contributor was thus able to carry about with him indisputable evidence of the fact that he had contributed toward the support of the hospitals. He was in a position to offer the Council a large number of the books and of stamps, provided they were issued to contributors, and the face value of the stamps represented the amount contributed. On the subject of hospital abuse he knew it was declared to be continually extending. The population of London had increased by 800,000 in ten years, and the hospital population by about 400,000 in the same time.
That seemed to show that one out of every two of the addition resorted to hospitals when ill. But he did not think-that was quite the fact. Travelling facilities were now so great that a large number of cases were sent from the home counties into the London hospitals. From a day census of the hospitals it appeared that some 15 per cent, of the occupants of the beds came from the home counties, and among out-patients the proportion was rather larger. And it must also be remembered that at the present time there were no means available for people in relatively humble circumstances whereby they could get hospital accommodation provided at a cost within their means.
It was high time that hospital authorities looked in the face the question of hospital abuse. What was required was that they should extend their system, and build on the sites at their disposal wards in which people could be received, and pay for their treatment. It was not fair to talk of abuse when the only alternative to very many was to incur very great risks by remaining outside and without the advantages obtainable within the hospital walls. He thought the time had come to learn from hospitals abroad, which were based on the plan that everybody paid. There were four grades. For 
